
Notes from Feb 27th 2014 Meeting 

Present:  Linda Weber, President Utica/Rome Chapter of UUP;  Mike Durr, Vice-President for Professionals Utica/Rome 

Chapter of UUP ; Peter Ludden, LRS ; Robert Geer, Acting President SUNYIT; Alain Kaloyeros SVP/CEO CNSE 

These are the UUP Utica/Rome Chapter President’s impressions and understandings and are NOT official minutes. 

1.  Regarding the Structure of the Merged Institute: 

The idea of a “federated structure” with similarities to SUNY Stony Brook’s model appeared to be under serious 

consideration.  The question that was raised by UUP was the administrative, academic, and governance level at which 

the two campuses would be merged.  It appeared that there would be a head of each campus that would report to 

either the President of the whole or to someone below the level of President.  On the administrative end, it appeared 

that there would be a sharing of services such as HR, admissions, registrar with “point people” on each campus.  As 

SUNYIT has these services already in place, we would like to argue that the main offices for these functions stay on the 

SUNYIT campus. It was unclear who would be heading this merged structure and what Alain Kaloyeros’s role would be 

exactly, although my impression is that he would be the official or unofficial leader of this endeavor.  As for the 

governance, it would appear that the current thought is to have two separate governances with a joint committee to 

oversee both governances. 

 

2. Regarding the Disproportionate Number of RF Jobs: 

Alain Kaloyeros was very vocal about his support for Union jobs, particularly the faculty positions.  The general 

understanding Kaloyeros promoted was that RF jobs are funded by research grants and other non-public monies; jobs 

that are based on servicing a particular research initiative are considered RF jobs.  Academic jobs and those professional 

jobs devoted to the academic mission are UUP/public jobs.   The fine line is where things get a little hazy and perhaps 

where further attention should be devoted as the nature of this public/private venture within SUNY is a relatively new 

phenomenon.  The concern has to do, I believe, with those professional jobs traditionally paid for by research monies 

that are lumped under the “overhead” charge that deal with day-to-day infrastructure support that all those working 

within the confines of this public-private venture benefit.  These jobs, for example IT jobs, have traditionally been within 

the UUP collective bargaining unit; we should work to provide the benefits of UUP membership to all those who work in 

these positions. The UUP and CNSE/SUNYIT should collectively negotiate what comprises designation as either an RF job 

or a UUP job.   

 

3. Regarding the Comprehensive Nature of the Academic Programming: 

One main concern was that the comprehensive and regional focus of the campus not be lost in the transition to a “world 

class” Institute of Technology.  Alain Kaloyeros argued that CNSE’s interest in merging with SUNYIT was precisely 

because we had programming in Business, Engineering, and Nursing that could easily be developed and expanded and 

realigned if necessary, that it was easier to build on programs than it was to start from scratch.  Whereas the humanities 

and social and behavioral sciences were notably not on this “list”, except for the provision of general education, I believe 

a “world class” student must engage students with the humanities and social and behavioral sciences at more than just a 

rudimentary level.  For this reason, attention should be given to create a viable strategy for integration and promotion 

of the humanities and social and behavioral sciences and their programs within this new merged IT.   From a UUP 

perspective, we must argue that all programming areas be given a chance to adapt to the changing focus of this regional 



university before any final decisions about these programs are made.  In addition, the UUP and its members should 

argue to maintain those programs that address regional needs, even if these needs are not directly IT relevant.   

 

4. CNSE Faculty and Professionals 

No progress was made on discussion of the issues related to the CNSE faculty and students.  We reassert the need for 

both faculty and professionals to maintain their status within the reappointment, continuing appointment, and 

permanency within the new merged structure.  We also reassert the need for CNSE students to have accessible the full 

range of services and experiences that they would normally have on a university campus.   

 

4.  The Board of Trustees Resolution for Merger 

Significant time was spent on the need to place in the Board of Trustees resolution an affirmation of: 

1) the “federated” campus model of two equals , wherein CNSE programs are being transferred to SUNYIT,  and 

2) the Utica Campus maintaining its comprehensive programming mission while addressing the regional needs for 

higher-education programming. 

Although inclusion within the resolution of the following was not explicitly discussed, I believe that the following 

affirmation within the BOT merger resolution is also needed: 

3) the CNSE AND SUNYIT faculty and professionals maintaining  their continuing appointment and permanency 

status and rights and privileges that they would normally have within the merged campus.   

In discussions with my colleagues following this meeting, it appears that we have been assuming that CNSE programs are 

transferring to the SUNYIT campus, we want assurance in the BOT resolution that the “merged” campus is essentially 

the merging of CNSE programs with the SUNYIT campus and NOT the merging of two entities to create a “new degree 

granting structure.”   


